
Representations on Sutton Town Centre High Street Crossroads: Proposed Conservation Area - Draft 
Heritage Character Appraisal
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HSCCA1 Object I'm concerned that this change to the road layout affects some people who live in and around Mulgrave Road.  I live very near 
to the area where the traffic will be re routed and I have not actually received anything from the LBoS to communicate this 
might happen.  Its is pure good fortune I have drilled down on the LBoS web site to find this important consultation and related 
documents.  I think the site needs to flag these consultations more obviously on the site and write to those whom this particular 
project will affect and th LBoS should take into account not everyone uses the internet - e.g. the eldely for one or people with 
learning disibilities. From reading the documentation it looks like the traffic from the Brighton Road will be re directed down over
either a new road or over the existing Bridge Road.  I cannot see which as the plans on the LBoS site cannot be enlarged so I 
can't see for sure. Will this affect me/my home or the value of my home?  Important questions that I would like you to write to 
me about. If this project ensures that the shops outside the station are painted and their external shop frontage are more sober 
than what they are are already then this is good.  I would agree that the initial site of some of these cheaply painted shops with 
their horrid colours is not what we want in promoting Sutton.

Mrs Pamela Wright498786

Noted - No 
action

The road link, as shown in Appendix 1 to the document, illustrates proposals that may affect buildings and structures within the 
CA. The road link is not a proposal arising from the proposed CA and information regarding the road link has previously been 
widely publicised through extensive consultation on the Sutton Town Centre Area Action Plan.

HSCCA2 Support with 
Conditions

I wholeheartedly and unreservedly support this proposal.  The buildings have great character and lend a real touch of style to 
the town.  A suggestion would be to encourage shop owners to have reasonably sympathetically designed fascia boards to fit in
with the overall architecture.  A competition with a small award/prize could be be given for the best one (I believe Pizza Express
won an architectural prize about twenty years ago).

Mr Tony Monblat499461

Agree - No 
Changes

It is recognised that poor shop fronts and fascias have a negative impact on the quality of the proposed Conservation Area.  
Planning applications would be subject to Proposed Policy DM4 - Historic Environment of the Site Development Policies DPD 
by which the Council will only grant planning permission for development that preserves and enhances the character and 
appearance of the Conservation Area.  The council will continue to pursue possibilities to secure grant funding for shop front 
improvements. The council will also explore the use of Local Development Orders and the need for specific shop front design 
guidance in Heritage areas given that Cheam Village, Carshalton Village, Wallington Green and, subject to approval, Sutton 
Town Centre Crossroads are now all CAs.

HSCCA4 Observations I think the listing and preserving everything possible of old Sutton and our heritage here is a fantastic and extremely important 
and adds so much character to the area especially as builidings that are built now are so mumdane and lifeless but the old 
ones are often grand , well thought out and many full of history and if only their walls could speak. We have sadly lost a lot of 
treasures but hopefully this will preserve the many others for us to enjoy and be proud of in our borough, many thank's Michael

Mr Coleman Michael 
Coleman

501678

Noted - No 
action

Noted.  
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HSCCA5 Support I think it is good that the council are recognising that Sutton might have some merit as far as Heritage goes. I appreciate that 
parts of Carshalton and Cheam might be better preserved but it is good to know that some of Sutton's past might be preserved. 
I like the idea of a conservation area but I feel it is a shame that it could not somehow have stretched to include St Nicholas 
Church.

Karen Gillett501850

Noted - No 
action

The St Nicholas Church site is a set apart from the remainder of the proposed CA and is physically separated by the Civic 
Centre site. Inclusion of the site in the CA would create boundaries which are illogical and not defensible. In addition, St 
Nicholas Church benefits from protection as a Grade II listed building and Listed Building Consent is required for nearly all 
alterations. It is recommended that the CA boundary is not extended to include St Nicholas Church and it is considered that the 
statutory listed provides sufficient protection in terms of the building's historic value.

HSCCA6 Support with 
Conditions

I am former Sutton resident, it is many home town. I am also interested in local heritage and history. Great idea. I SUPPORT, 
broadly. I really enjoyed reading the report/paper. Thank you. Nice to see LB Sutton council giving some decent attention to the
heritage Sutton area itself for a change, as it often gets overlooked due to focus on Carshalton/Beddington/Cheam. I have 
some CONDITIONS or issues though: 1.I would strongly suggest the boundary of the proposed area iis extended marginally on
the west side, in Grove Road.Specificlly, I think the area should INCLUDE the detached Victorian building, formerly a house, 
but now a solicitors office (Copley, Clark & Bennet). It seems obvious to add it, because: it is in excellent original condition; it is 
a rare survivog example of a Victorian residence proximate to the crossroads and high street;and it is literally just by the 
proposed border. Moreover, as the premise of the Conservation Area scheme is to conserve the original Victorian architecture 
of that part of Sutton town centre, then it should be included in theboundary of thearea to protect that also!I ndeed, it's one of 
the best survivals! 2. A Victorian property at the western end of Carshalton Road (a former house with shops added and 
protruding at ground level), although included in the C/Area boundary, has been designated for redevelopment in the proposed 
scheme. However, if the premise of the Conservation Area scheme is to conserve the original Victorian architecture of that part 
of Sutton town centre, then it should not be allowed or encouraged to be demolished for re-development - as that is contrary to 
conservation! 3. I don't quite see why the Morrisons/Safeways site is included in the proposed area. I just seems a way to 
include the two churches but they're both Grde listed already anyway.

Mr Roland Sparkes499627

Noted - No 
action

Noted.  The property at 36 Grove Road and adjacent properties are set apart and separated from the High Street which is the 
main focus of the proposed CA. The Grove Road frontage of Morrisons further isolates these properties. It is considered that 
the properties would be more suitably included in a schedule of Potential Additions to the Local List, as identified in the Site 
Development Policies Document.  The semi-detached Victorian buildings at the western end of Carshalton Road (nos 7-9) are 
in poor repair with large cracks in the brickwork, a variety of unsympathetic replacement windows and obscured detailing.  The 
addition of shops in front of these former houses detracts from the original building and while there are similarities between this 
building and the High Street terrace, they are separated by a large 5-storey modern building. As a large site, with three 
frontages, the Morrisons supermarket currently has a negative impact on the historic value of the area. Any future 
redevelopment of the site has the potential to significantly impact further on the adjacent and surrounding historic environment. 
The impact of any new development on the existing historic environment should carefully be considered and it is therefore 
recommended that the Morrisons site is retained within the CA boundary.

HSCCA7 Support with 
Conditions

I was pleased to hear about the proposal to create a conservation area in Sutton town centre and I welcome the opportunity to 
comment on it. I have lived in Sutton for over 30 years and as someone who has a long-held interest - albeit as a layman - in 
buildings and streetscapes, it has been good to discover that there are other people who value several of the buildings and 
structures that I have come to admire. In general I agree with the observations and proposals set out in the Draft Heritage 
Character Appraisal.  However, I do have one particular concern: it is that the proposed boundary of the conservation area 
excludes a group of buildings at least two of which in my opinion deserve to be included on the grounds of their quality, 

Richard Wilson507177
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condition, rarity in the town centre and, most important perhaps, as examples of the many houses on the outer edges of the 
town in London and many other places that extended forwards, covering forecourts or gardens in response to the needs of a 
growing population. The site in question is on the north side of Grove Road between Morrisons supermarket and what appears 
to include all but the building on the corner of Sutton Park Road.  Please refer to paras.4.72 and 4.73 of the Draft H.C.A which 
point out that only one of the four remaining Victorian dwellings - number 36 - has retained its original 'set-back' from the 
pavement.  This in an example of a process that, over time, reflected the need for more business premises like shops and 
offices.  As far as I am aware, the only examples still standing of this phenomenon inside the proposed conservation area are 
the two terraced or semi-detached Victorian properties in Carshalton road, opposite the police station.  But I hope the 
committee will agree that those do not compare favourably with the above-mentioned properties in Grove Road. Leaving aside 
the three of the four Victorian houses in Grove Road whose 'set-backs' were built on, number 36 appears to be the only 
example of such fine Victorian mansions still standing in the town centre.  It is very impressive and appears to remain 
unchanged since it was built except that concrete roof tiles have replaced slate, and an unsympathetic dormer has been added 
in the roof.  The superb 'Gothic' porch looks original and in any case adds greatly to the appeal of the building. In my opinion, 
the fact that the Victorian house next door to number 36, much of which, with its superb brickwork, can still be seen from 
across the road, makes a strong case for at least these two houses to be brought into the conservation area because they 
appear to be the only example of neighbouring properties in the town centre that illustrate the 'before and after' history of the 
growth of the town as population grew. I hope that serious consideration will be given by the committee to this proposal.  I can't 
imagine what valid reasons there could possibly be for excluding those two buildings. Could I please ask to inform me of the 
committee's decision in due course, and the reasons for it.

Disagree - No 
Changes

The property at 36 Grove Road and the adjacent properties are set apart and separated from the High Street which is the main 
focus of the proposed CA. The Grove Road frontage of Morrisons further isolates these properties. It is considered that the 
properties would be more suitably included in a schedule of Potential Additions to the Local List, as identified in the Site 
Development Policies Document (see a separate item on the Local List elsewhere on the agenda).

HSCCA8 Support The Sutton & Cheam Society welcomes and fully supports the proposal to identify part of Sutton High Street as a Conservation 
Area, as outlined in the consultation document. The Society feels that since the mertis of several buildings in this part of the 
Town Centre, particularly those which are listed, are best seen at first floor level and above, it may be helpful to install signage, 
information boards, etc. to emphasise Sutton's heritage assets to local residents, workers and visitors alike. It is hoped that the 
designation of Conservation Area status to part of the High Street will encourage all occupiers to pay more attention to the 
appearance of their frontages and to facilitate the Council to control the design of shopfronts to ensure their suitability to the 
area.

Mr Tony Golledge33508
Sutton and Cheam Society

Agree - Propose 
Changes

The opportunity for street signs to be updated to bring attention to the special character and history of the area is discussed in 
the Crossroads Conservation Area document. This reference will be broadened to include other methods of emphasising 
Sutton's heritage, such as information boards.

HSCCA9 Support Sutton Living Streets welcomes the proposal by Sutton Council to develop a new Conservation Area at the southern end of the 
High Street, as outlined in the Draft Heritage Character Appraisal Sutton Town Centre High Street Crossroads: Proposed 
Conservation Area. We support the recommendation to designate the High Street Crossroads area as a Conservation Area, 
and wish all involved every success in taking the proposal forward.   Key endorsements In this concise response we would like 
to take the opportunity to highlight just one or two of the paragraphs in the draft character appraisal document which we feel are
particularly worthy of endorsement. In Section Four, Character Analysis, for example, these include: 4.98 The High Street area 
outside Sutton Station and the east/west roads would benefit from an extension of the scheme using a range of compatible 
materials. As a key town centre gateway, the area around the Station should be upgraded to improve the arrival experience to 

Charles Martin507146
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the town centre and the proposed conservation area. The High Street outside the station is a busy vehicle road and the 
pedestrian footways along this stretch are narrow and can become congested which does not allow easy views of the 
surrounding historic buildings or allow space to dwell. The junction of the High Street with Grove Road/Sutton Court Road is 
busy and the pedestrian crossing points would benefit from upgrading and removal of barriers. 4.99 Where possible, a 
reduction in street clutter is desirable. This includes posts, signs, railings, columns, apparatus, structures, advertisements and 
should be kept to a minimum in order to enhance views in the proposed conservation area and not detract from the detailing 
and features of the historic buildings and environment. If designated as a conservation area, the existing street signs could be 
updated to indicate the extent of the conservation area and to bring attention to the special character and history of the area.   
Lessons from the past.... In Section Two, Archaeological and Historical Context, the recognition that "in the last 50 years new 
development has given little consideration to the context and human scale of the historic High Street.." (paragraph 2.13), is 
particularly welcome. Sutton Living Streets would suggest that walking to the High Street has become less attractive because 
many development decisions have resulted in a reduction in permeability and ease of access to the town centre and High 
Street by any mode other than the car. Thankfully the High Street in Sutton does have a few remaining access points that 
provide some escape from the surrounding traffic-dominated roads. Two of these are Hill Road and Throwley Road situated on 
the northern edge of the proposed Conservation Area. Leading south from Hill Road (in Characteristic Appraisal Sub-area 4) is 
an example of one of the many service roads that provide access to the rear of shops and properties- see photos below. Sutton
Living Streets would be interested to know whether there is potential for spaces like this cobbled, unnamed and presumably 
forgotten cul-desac to contribute more to the vitality of the town centre. Perhaps, through the creation of additional access 
points, they could be expanded and joined-up to provide filtered permeability and improved connectivity for pedestrians and, at 
the same time, further enhance the conservational aspect of the High Street.   ...and looking to the future Designation of the 
High Street Crossroads area as a Conservation Area will certainly help protect and enhance heritage buildings and structures in
Sutton. But forthcoming redevelopment should help to create, sustain and build on a strong local identity too. Sutton Living 
Streets would like to see more evidence that the planning decisions that are being made today reflect the importance of 
ensuring that walking becomes a more viable option for people to make in the future.   In conclusion, Sutton Living Streets 
would like congratulate the authors and contributors of the appraisal document for the producing a very interesting and 
thorough assessment. The Draft Heritage Appraisal Proposal certainly contains aspects that suggest a step is about to be 
taken in the right direction, with new thinking which will help Sutton ultimately become an even more people-friendly town. We 
believe these are very appealing aspirations and would like to thank you for the consultation, and for giving us the opportunity to
contribute.

Noted - No 
action

The Core Planning Strategy seeks to increase the proportion of trips made on foot through coordinated improvements to the 
pedestrian environment (BP10 - Transport:  Strategic and Borough-wide Proposals).  Improvements to the public realm will also
support increased pedestrian activity.   Core Policy BP12 - Good Urban Design and Heritage, seeks to ensure that new 
development: creates vibrant, attractive and accessible public spaces; creates easier movement; and creates a sense of 
welcome by promoting legible places through the development of landmark buildings, public realm features, landscape and 
public art.

HSCCA10 Support I am a resident just across the borough boundary in Morden who goes to Sutton regularly for shopping and leisure. With all the 
demolition of the heritage buildings in the past,I think during the 1970s in particular,especially the Municipal Offices, it is 
obviously critical to ensue the town looks after the those buildings, which survive. I understand planning regulations are being 
relaxed by Central Government, which may or may not have an impact on conserving architecturally and historically important 
buildings. A few thoughts which come to mind: the upper storeys of many of the shops look rather neglected and decorative 
details are obscured. I suspect many arebeing usedfar short of their full potential either as possible residential accommodation 
or as offices. It would be nice if owners could be persuaded to improve matters in both respects both inside the conservation 

Neil Galahad507133
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area and of course that area surrounding it.
Noted - No 

action
It is recognised that poor shop fronts and fascias have a negative impact on the quality of the proposed Conservation Area and 
it is considered that the character appraisal document adequately discusses the importance of good quality shop fronts and 
improvements to upper storeys, therefore no changes are proposed. The council will continue to pursue possibilities to secure 
grant funding for shop front improvements. The council will also explore the use of Local Development Orders and the need for 
specific shop front design guidance in Heritage areas.

HSCCA11 Observations It is difficult for me to support the proposal of Conservation Area around the Southern end of Sutton High Street as I am not 
quite sure of what that entails. Although I appreciate the importance and value of the period features of the architecture I am 
worried that all we, residents will be left with are higher repair bills and difficulties in obtaining planning permissions for possible 
developing of our properties. So far, in my opinion, the area around Waterstones book shop (this is just at the entrance into 
Throwley Road from which my property is accessed) has been destroyed by the horrible paving that was recently put down. 
More than £4 million was spent on regeneration of pavement but aesthetically it is far from being in keeping with the period of 
buildings in that area. With random €˜cuts' and utilities' manholes the grey pavement looks more like Frankenstein and that is 
all it has in common with 19th century. Who is responsible for choosing the style of pavement? Not to mention that the paving 
blocks which were removed were also quite new (maybe several years old).   Moreover, the alleyway from which my property is
accessed looks more like a slum than a street belonging to a possible Conservation Area. The council is not able to impose 
measures needed to regulate the disposal of rubbish from the restaurants and pubs and although there is a documented 
history of rat infestation there is no one we residents can turn to for help. I will not go into the whole problem of how disgusting 
the alley looks (the rubbish is now completely stuck to the pavement in some places and looks like it has grown into it) but I 
believe this issue must be regulated before any talk of Conservation Areas.   I would kindly ask you to let me know what 
benefits we as residents will have if the area becomes a conservation area and what will be possible increases in rates e.g. 
higher council tax, inability to install PVC double glazing and other possible charges.

Rajka Kuhar505408

Agree - No 
Changes

There are some additional planning controls in Conservation Areas including the need to apply for planning permission for 
some minor developments where the council needs to ensure development is in keeping with the local character, and certain 
trees are given added protection. The purpose of the CA and these additional controls is to provide the appropriate 
development guidance to landowners and developers, emphasising the need to preserve and enhance the area's local history 
and the historic value of the buildings.  Benefits include: creating a stronger local identity; supporting the regeneration of Sutton 
town centre; encouraging visitors and shoppers; and supporting retailers and a vibrant town centre.  As an example, English 
Heritage recently reported that every £1 invested in the historic environment directly contributes to an additional £1.60 to the 
local economy over a ten year period (see English Heritage report entitled 'Heritage Counts', 2010).
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